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Abstract. In the 3D reconstruction of the head, we can extract a large number
of key points from the face, but not enough key points from the hair. The 3D
reconstruction method based key points do well in the facial reconstruction, but
not be able to reconstruction the hair part. Because the traditional 3D recon-
struction method based voxel exploit more silhouette information, the method
can reconstruct the hair better than the method based key points. A method
based the combine of key points and voxel is presented to reconstruct head
models. The main process: first of all, extract key points and silhouette; sec-
ondly, reconstruct the head by key points method and get the space needed to be
reconstruct by voxel method interactive; finally, reconstruct the space which we
get in last step; Through this combination 3D reconstruction method, we can
reconstruct a good head.
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1 Introduction

Reconstructing three-dimensional models from two-dimensional images has a hot
research topic in the field of computer vision. The algorithm for computer
three-dimensional reconstruction is usually divided into the following three: (a) sil-
houette-based algorithm [1]. Such algorithm use the object’s silhouette projected on the
image plane to reconstruct three-dimensional model of the object. (b) voxel-based
algorithm [2]. Such algorithm divide the object into a lot of small cube (voxel), and
then reconstruct the object based on these voxels; (c) key point based algorithm [3, 4].
Firstly, this algorithm obtains the sparse point clouds of the object’s surface through the
image sequence; and then, obtains the dense point clouds of the object’s surface by the
expansion step; finally, point clouds triangulation and texture mapping [5]. The
reconstructed model has clear details. In the process of reconstruction the head
three-dimensional by the key point based algorithm, because facial features have dif-
ferent colors and facial skin has diffuse reflection for incident light, we can extracted
from the face a lot of key points. But hair is thick, thin and has low resolution textures.
In some angles hair has a strong reflect because of the smooth surface of hair so that we
obtain very different textures from different viewpoints. Because of all the above,
we cannot extract enough key points from hair part. In response to these problems, we
proposed an interactive head three-dimensional reconstruction system based combine
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of key points and voxel. In the system, we extract the silhouette by a fast GrabCut
algorithm and exploit the silhouette information in the key points based algorithm.

2 Related Work

2.1 3D Reconstruction Algorithm Based Key Points

Key points based three-dimensional method mainly includes following key steps:
image feature extraction and image matching, camera calibration and pose estimation,
sparse point clouds reconstruction, dense point clouds reconstruction, point clouds
registration, point clouds triangulation and texture mapping. Camera’s optical axis
direction change when we shoot pictures from different viewpoints, so that there exist
affine deformation between different pictures. We exploit a fully affine invariant image
comparison method, Affine-SIFT (ASIFT) [6], to extract the image feature key points.
While SIFT [7] is fully invariant with respect to only four parameters namely zoom,
rotation and translation, the new method treats the two left over parameters: the angles
defining the camera axis orientation (Fig. 1). For camera calibration, pose estimation
and sparse point clouds reconstruction, our system integrates Bundler [8, 9]. Bundler
takes a set of images, image features, and image matches as input, and produces a 3D
reconstruction of camera and (sparse) scene geometry as output. The system recon-
structs the scene incrementally, a few images at a time, using a modified version of the
Sparse Bundle Adjustment package [10] of Lourakis and Argyros as the underlying
optimization engine. Bundler has been successfully run on many Internet photo col-
lections, as well as more structured collections. Finally, for dense reconstruction we use
the execution of Yasutaka Furukawa’s PMVS [11]/CMVS [12] tool chain. PMVS is a
multi-view stereo software that takes a set of images and camera parameters, then
reconstructs 3D dense point clouds of an object. PMVS stands for Patch-based
Multi-view Stereos. Only rigid structure is reconstructed, in other words, the software
automatically ignores non-rigid objects such as pedestrians in front of a building.

2.2 3D Reconstruction Algorithm Based Voxel

Three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm based voxel mainly includes the following
key steps: dividing the object three-dimensional space into a voxel grid (Fig. 2)(a),
dividing the image into foreground and background according to the outline of the
object and projecting the voxels to the image. It will be part of the object if the voxel
can be projected in the foreground in all of images (Fig. 2)(b), finally texture mapping
of the voxel. We can obtain a realistic reconstructed three-dimensional model when the
voxel is small enough. For the object silhouette extraction, we use a sample interactive
fast GrabCut [13]. The projection matrix can be obtained in the bundler step mentioned
before.
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Fig. 2. (a) Dividing the object three-dimensional space into a voxel grid, (b) retain the voxel
which can be projected into foreground of all images

Fig. 1. (a, c, e) Show the number of matched SIFT key points and the connection between the
two image in different viewpoint, (b, d, f) show the number and connection of ASIFT key points.
(a, b) Show the front of head, (c, d) show the back of the head, (e, f) show the side. As can be
seen that ASIFT can extract more matched key points than SIFT in images at different
viewpoints. Meanwhile, two method extract very small amounts matched key points in hair
section.
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2.3 Fast GrabCut

Because the original GrabCut is time-consuming, to accelerate the GrabCut algorithm,
a modified GrabCut algorithm [14] is presented by using resolution reduction pre-
processing. The GrabCut result on reduced image is used as the initial value of the
GrabCut on the original image. The method can obtain a similar result as the original
GrabCut (Fig. 3). Column (a) are the original images, column (b) is the results of the
“fast GrabCut”, column (c) are the result of original GrabCut. However, this method
interactive on the reduced image, we cannot specify foreground and background points
but interactive by the rectangle on the image when the image is small. Because the
operation of specifying foreground and background points is very necessary for
extracting the silhouette when the color of foreground and the color of background is
close. We improve it by interaction on the original image, and reduce the mask image
obtained by interaction. We can make better use of interactive information.

2.4 Apply the Silhouette Information in Key Point-Based 3D
Reconstruction Algorithm

In the key point-based algorithm process, we obtain the sparse point clouds after the
bundler step. There are not only the points of the reconstructed object but also the
points of the surroundings in the sparse point clouds. The key points come from the
object and the surroundings. Most of the time the points of the surroundings account
for most of the sparse point clouds. In this case, a considerable amount of time will be
spent in dealing with the surrounding environment when performing PMVS step. Every
point in the sparse point clouds is projected to the images, we count the number n of the
images which one point is projected into the foreground and the N is the number of all

Fig. 3. Column (a) are original images, column (b) are the results of fast GrabCut, column
(c) are the results of original GrabCut
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images, if n/N > 35/37 (35/37 is an experience value) the point will be retained,
otherwise the point will be delete. In this case, PMVS will just deal with the points
belong to object and will save some time than dealing with all points. We don’t filter
the key points at the extracting key points step because the key points of surroundings
make the camera calibration, pose estimation and sparse reconstruction more accurate
in bundler step.

2.5 3D Reconstruction Based Combine of Key Point and Voxel

In the key point based 3D reconstruction method process, because of the special hair
texture (smooth surface does not produce diffuse reflection, in some angles hair has a

Fig. 4. (a, c, c) Are the matched SIFT key points in two images, (b, d, f) are the matched ASIFT
key points in two images. Among them, (a, b) are the short hair, (c, d) are the longer hair, (e, f)
are the long hair. As can be seen in the picture that neither SIFT nor ASIFT can extract enough
key points from hair part, thus hair cannot be reconstructed by key point based algorithm.
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strong reflect because of the smooth surface of hair so that we obtain very different
textures from different viewpoints), we cannot extract enough key points from hair
(Fig. 4), meanwhile the rate of matching error if very high. So we cannot reconstruct
hair part correctly in bundler step. But the silhouette of head can reflect the general
three-dimensional shape of the hair. Our system implement a user controlled cubes
which able to rotate freely, zooming, moving location in space (Fig. 5). We exploit the
cube to obtain the space used to reconstruct the object by voxel based algorithm, and
update the reconstructed three-dimensional model by the result of voxel based
three-dimensional reconstruct algorithm. Finally, we reconstruct a good head model.

3 Results

Visual SFM [15, 16] is a GUI application for 3D reconstruction using structure from
motion (SFM). This application extract and match SIFT key points in images, recon-
struct sparse point cloud by bundler. For dense reconstruction, this program integrates
the execution of Yasutaka Furukawa’s PMVS/CMVS tool chain. The main steps of
Visual SFM:

Fig. 5. (a, b) Is the dense cloud reconstructed by key point based algorithm, and we can see that
the hair part don’t get a satisfactory reconstruction result (there are cavities and wrong
reconstruction). In (c, d), we use the cube to get the space which cannot be reconstructed well.
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1. Input images
2. Extract SIFT and match key points
3. Reconstruct sparse point cloud by Bundler
4. Reconstruct dense point cloud by PMVS/CMVS
5. Point clouds triangulation and texture mapping

The main steps of our three-dimensional system based key points and voxel:

1. Input images
2. Extract and match key points and extract silhouette
3. Reconstruct sparse point cloud and filter the point belong to surroundings
4. Reconstruct dense point cloud
5. Obtain the space which to be reconstructed
6. Reconstruct the space obtained in last step by the voxel based algorithm
7. Update the reconstructed model
8. Point clouds triangulation and texture mapping

We reconstruct an object by Visual SFM and our system. As can be seen from the
reconstruction results (Fig. 6), there exist many wrong reconstruction and cavities in
the result of Visual SFM and there less wrong reconstruction and no cavities in the
result of our system. The result of our system reconstructs a good head model.

Fig. 6. Show the results of Visual SFM and our system, (a, c) is the result of Visual SFM, (b, d)
is the result of our system. Because there is not matched key points, (a, c) have many wrong
reconstruction and cavities in the hair area, and our system reconstruct a good head model with
less wrong reconstruction and no cavities.
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4 Conclusions

Our paper proposed a three-dimensional reconstruction method based combine of key
point and voxel and this method has the following features: exploiting ASIFT to extract
more key points than traditional SIFT, user can specify the space (the hair part) needed
to be reconstruct, using the voxel based algorithm to reconstruct hair so that obtain a
good reconstructed head model.

Of course, there are still some problem: there is a discontinuous phenomenon
between the two part reconstructed by two algorithm. We will improve in the future
work.
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